“Pure play” Environmental, Social and Governance bonds have arrived in the bond market. What needs to happen now?

There is an investor base eager to find opportunities that can tackle the biggest public challenges of our time. Now is the time to tap it.

Read more

This Nigerian’s campaign for the HPV jab is a fight against more than cancer

Samuel Adeyinka has spent his adulthood fighting for better lives for the urban poor. His latest tactic is to battle in the jab that blocks cervical cancer – an implacable killer that preys most heavily on the disadvantaged.

Latest articles

IFFIm welcomes Augustin Flory

Mr Flory has joined Gavi as Managing Director, Innovative Partnerships and Development Finance, overseeing Gavi’s portfolio on development finance, innovative finance (including IFFIm), private sector partnerships and innovation.

Read more

IFFIm Board meets in London with eyes on Gavi replenishment

IFFIm’s Board of Directors gathered in London on 7 March to discuss how it will support Gavi and broaden its impact in 2024.

Read more

Donors set sights on IFFIm’s upcoming role in Gavi replenishment

On 25 March, the Gavi Secretariat and IFFIm Board convened an IFFIm donors’ meeting to kick off the IFFIm replenishment conversation as part of the overall Gavi 6.0 replenishment ask.

Read more

Other news

Fitch Improves IFFIm’s Outlook to Stable; Affirms at ‘AA-’

Fitch Ratings has improved the outlook on IFFIm’s Long-Term issuer Default Rating (IDR) to Stable from Negative and affirmed the IDR at ‘AA-’.

Read more